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HAIR DU JOUR SALON
ANNE TURNER - WEST PHILADELPHIA

As a child, Anne Turner styled everyone’s hair in the neighborhood. After
graduating high school, she honed her skills as a stylist at Wilfred Beauty
Academy, worked in several salons and had the goal of opening her own
business. In 2015, Anne opened Hair Du Jour Salon. She joined Power Up’s
Peer-based Learning Program (Cohort 7) and used the tools and tactical plan to
expand her business, train her team and build a network that would brand her
business in Philadelphia and surrounding areas.
Anne was impacted greatly by Power Up’s free business coaching and the
Tactical Improvement Plan she created. Three years later, Ann still seeks the
advice of her Power Up business coach for tips on marketing, networking and
other information resources.
“I created my hair loss treatment during my peer learning class, and because
of the step-by-step approach with my Tactical Improvement Plan, I was able to
strategically market my product line, as well as learn more about free advertising
and local businesses that would house my products. The business owners that
graduated from Power Up are still a part of my network. We continue to support
one another and give advice and share resources that are a benefit to us all.”
Last year, Anne and Power Up alumnae Natalie McNeil (Cohort 8) created the
Pennsylvania Professional Image Alliance (PPIA), an organization that supports
the needs of 250 Black and Brown-owned businesses in the beauty and
barbershop industry.
www.hdjsalon.com
www.pennproia.org

Small businesses are important job creators, taxpayers, innovators, generators of neighborhood
vibrancy and stability, and wealth builders for families and communities.
According to the Pew Charitable Trusts’ “Philadelphia’s
Small and Midsize Business Landscape” report released in
2020, Philadelphia had 23,000 small and midsize businesses,
employed 4 in 10 workers, and paid 50 percent of all business
taxes. Philadelphia is identified as an underperformer compared
with 12 other major cities examined in their report. Just 5.6
percent of Philadelphia adults identified themselves as selfemployed business owners, which translates into less smallscale business activity and contributes to fewer individuals
and families starting businesses, building wealth, and fostering
entrepreneurship and innovation.

Up Your Business helps small business owners manage and
grow their companies with confidence and competence.
Since January 2017, Power Up Your Business has offered
business owners management training and targeted workshops
that help them successfully manage and grow their businesses,
while providing a much-needed avenue to access resources and
a platform to build social capital.
Due to COVID-19, we adapted our offerings to a fully remote,
synchronous model so that we could continue the peer learning
and network building among our small business owners. Power
Up has supported businesses through the pandemic and
helped them adapt and pivot through this difficult period.

Thanks to the commitment of the City of Philadelphia,
Community College of Philadelphia launched Power Up Your
Business, a community business innovation and acceleration
program designed to provide the hands-on tools necessary for
small business owners and aspiring entrepreneurs to plan and
build thriving, scalable and replicable businesses. With funding
from the City, the College has set the stage for success. Power

Through Power Up, we are reaching businesses throughout the
city in every census track, every ZIP code and every City Council
District—block by block.
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Power Up Your Business Program
We provide education, training, coaching, and targeted technical assistance to small businesses, which are
the drivers of the neighborhood economy and bring vibrancy to Philadelphia communities.
Power Up Your Business launched in January 2017 and has since
run 17 Peer-based Learning Experience Cohorts (15 in English and
2 in Spanish), and more than 151 Workshops in the last four years.

throughout the year, targeting businesses in the surrounding
commercial corridors and neighborhoods. This enables the
College to serve businesses in West, North, Northwest, Northeast,
South Philadelphia, Center City and adjacent communities. During
COVID-19, we successfully transitioned to online programming,
enabling businesses to continue participation directly from their
homes or businesses.

The Power Up Your Business Program supports small businesses in
several ways, including a 12-week multilingual Peer-based Learning Experience, 12-week Community Startup Accelerator, 8-week
Industry Best Practices and Community small business workshops.

The Store Owner Series includes free workshops on topics such
as social media strategy, financial management, understanding
city taxes, and other areas to help small businesses stabilize and
grow. New workshops are introduced regularly and are also held
directly in the community with more than 60 neighborhood
partners.

The Peer-based Learning Experience is a 12-week, 36-hour
cohort-based small business program that provides training and
coaching support during and for one year after completion. These
programs normally rotate to each of our three Regional Centers,
a satellite location in South Philadelphia and our Main Campus
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Community Small Business
Development Workshops
Community Workshops are organized in collaboration with local
community organizations and business associations, allowing us to reach
more businesses and develop training workshops that are relevant to the
needs of business owners in that neighborhood.

New Innovations to
Improve Program Access
In order to expand access to important business education, training and
coaching for a wide variety of communities in Philadelphia, we have
implemented new initiatives:
• Power Up Global Series was launched to convert all training curriculum
into other languages. So far, our Peer-based Learning curriculum has been
translated into four languages— Mandarin Chinese, Spanish, Korean and
Russian.
• Industry Best Practices – Established to provide a deep dive into
different industry sectors. Starting with Child Care Best Practices, new
series were added in 2020 and 2021 to address sectors most affected
by COVID-19, including retail, restaurants and micromanufacturing
businesses.
• Community Startup Accelerator – Started in 2020 to support
many businesses that were being launched at home, this initiative
provides training, technical assistance, coaching and resources to
build the infrastructure needed for businesses to better navigate
their early years and increase their likelihood of long-term sustainability.
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2017 - 2021
BY THE NUMBERS:

Peer-based Learning Experience
To date, a total of 316 businesses have participated in the Power Up
Your Business Peer-based Learning Experience. The program has held 17
cohorts—three at the Northwest Regional Center, two at Main Campus,
two at the West Regional Center, two at the Northeast Regional Center,
two in South Philadelphia, four virtual cohorts and two in collaboration
with two community organizations.
To make our entrepreneurship programming more inclusive and accessible, we launched the Power Up Global Series to translate our training
curriculum. We have held two all-Spanish Business Owners cohorts with
our partners, FINANTA/Community First Fund (GS1) and Impact Services
(GS2). Additionally, plans are underway to run Mandarin, Russian and
Korean cohorts to these unique business communities.

337

348

596

442

Total
Businesses

Total
Participants

The 337 businesses represent all 10 council districts across 43 of 48
ZIP codes in Philadelphia. Eighty-three percent of the businesses are
minority-owned companies, and 71 percent are women-owned businesses. Combined, they provide 596 full-time and 442 part-time jobs in
Philadelphia.
The program is supported by six part-time instructors, a financial coach
and five to nine general business coaches, depending on class size. All
students produce a Tactical Improvement Plan at the end of the program, presenting it for feedback from their peers, coaches and instructors. The feedback and evaluations from all 17 graduating cohorts have
been very positive, noting that the program improved their skills and
knowledge in marketing, financial management and the development
of a Tactical Improvement Plan. Many of the businesses were able to
implement strategies from their Tactical Improvement Plan during the
training and continue to do so upon completion of the program.
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Full-time
Employees

Part-time
Employees

43

10

83%

71%

ZIP Codes
Represented

City Council
Districts Represented

Minority-owned
Businesses

Women-owned
Businesses

275

32%

47%

14%

Temporary
Workers
(1099s)

Home-based
Businesses*

Lease Space*

5

Own Space*

*Home based 32.0%, leased - 47.5% and own space - 13.6%
and *7% have either various locations or did not respond.

BUSINESS SPOTLIGHT

CANNSTATTER VOLKSFEST-VEREIN
CATERING
PAULINE MANN - NORTHEAST PHILADELPHIA

Cannstatter Volksfest-Verein was originally formed as the German-American Social Club in 1873. The organization eventually evolved into a full-service
catering business in the early 1970s. As the catering landscape in Philadelphia
evolved, Cannstatter strove to keep pace with all of the new industry trends.
Pauline Mann (Cohort 12) noted, “I took over as the general manager and was
looking for better ways to handle our two large catering rooms and expand the
business of our seven acres of onsite picnic grounds. I found out that Community College of Philadelphia was providing the Power Up Your Business Program to
help businesses pivot and expand their operations. With a small staff of only six
permanent employees and a fluctuating part-time staff of about 20 waiters and
bartenders, it was becoming tougher and tougher to compete.”
Pauline learned how to tighten up inventory costs and expand profit margins as
they grew their Beer Garden food and drink business. She attributes Power Up
to helping the business adjust to the impact of COVID-19 by developing a plan
to offer, for the first time, takeout dinner services, including online ordering. This
developed a completely new revenue channel, which has expanded to more
than 100 takeout meals every Thursday night. The Cannstatter facility was also a
COVID-19 vaccine site for Northeast Philly.
"Power Up is a true gift to Philadelphia's small business owners,” noted Pauline.
www.cannstatter.org
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PEER-BASED LEARNING EXPERIENCE
Business Profile (2017 – 2021)
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BUSINESS SPOTLIGHT

V MARKS THE SHOP
CARMELLA LANNI - SOUTH PHILADELPHIA

V Marks the Shop is Philadelphia’s first all-vegan grocery and convenience
store. Located in the Newbold section of South Philadelphia, this proudly
Black-owned and LGBTQ+ owned business lives on the motto of "Community.
Compassion. Convenience.” The owners, Carmella Lanni (Cohort 14) and Carlo
Giardina strive to demonstrate the accessibility of a vegan lifestyle and plantbased goods at their “vegan store for all.”
With community as the core of their business, V Marks the Shop works with
several local makers and suppliers for products. Prepared foods by South Street’s
Tattooed Mom; cookies baked in West Philly by Amira’s Delights; and beautiful
decorative soaps by Gold + Water Co., a fellow Cohort 14 graduate, are just a
few of the local businesses they support, and V Marks the Shop is open to any
opportunities to connect.
Carmella noted, “Being a graduate of Cohort 14 in Power Up was a highlight
of 2021 for me. I learned so much from the classes and workshops, especially
around areas of finance and operations. My mentor and business coach really
gave me ‘food for thought’ during each mentoring session. I was able to really
take a step back, identify opportunities, and set goals to find ways to grow and
improve my business. COVID-19 hit us hard. I honestly feel that if it weren't for
Power Up that I wouldn't have the wherewithal to keep pushing and rebuilding
my business.”
www.vmarkstheshop.com
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BUSINESS SPOTLIGHT

GRAFFITI REMOVAL EXPERTS
TODD KELLEY - SOCIETY HILL

Todd Kelley (Cohort 13), a U.S. Army veteran, has built a business that is committed to proving that vandalism does not have to be accepted as a condition
of living in the City of Philadelphia. Graffiti Removal Experts keeps blocks clean
and makes improvements to the city’s districts and civic associations.
Todd has set a policy and a standard that his company lives by; he only hires
people who are homeless, recently homeless or have been incarcerated and
those who have gone through a federal re-entry program. “We provide jobs
to those who need work, those who have recently been, or are currently in, a
difficult position in life.”
“The program gave us an opportunity to review our business and realize that we
needed to streamline our hiring process. A professional business coach worked
with us and really helped us improve our processes. With the support of the program and its coaches, we were able to conduct a comprehensive assessment to
identify areas that needed the most improvement. Using tools provided in class,
we formulated goals and developed our Tactical Improvement Plan to guide us
in implementing necessary changes. We also worked with other coaches who
made sure that we correctly applied what we were learning in class to our business, and that made a great difference, especially in dealing with the pandemic.”

www.graffitiremovalexperts.com
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IMPACT DATA
COMMUNITY SMALL BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOPS

Store Owner Series
September 2017 – June 2021

Since September 2017 to date, we have hosted 151 workshops,
attracting 3,659 participants.

Store Owner Series Workshops
We have held sets of the Store Owner Series Workshops at the
College’s Main Campus, three Regional Centers and in South
Philadelphia, for a total of 53 workshops. The workshops have
been a great opportunity to connect with small businesses in
these communities. Many have taken the next step by enrolling
in the Peer-based Learning Experience program. Others have
taken more than one workshop, demonstrating a clear interest
and a drive to improve their business knowledge.

603

967

Total Businesses
Participated

Total Number
of Workshop
Attendees

53

47

SOME 2019–2021 WORKSHOP TOPICS:

• Business Model and Value Proposition
• Business Processes and Operations
• Manufacturing Procedures for Small Business

Total Number
of Workshops

• Digital Merchandising

ZIP Codes
Represented

• Export/Import 101 for Small Business

10

• Business Compliance Issues for Small Businesses
• Search Engine Optimization Basics for Your Small Business

City Council
Districts Represented

• Growing Your Business Online
• Know Your Financial Numbers
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Community Workshops
The Power Up program uses the hub-and-spoke model, where it partners with local community organizations to
host workshops at local libraries, businesses and community organizations. By working alongside local community
organizations and business associations, we can reach more businesses and develop training workshops that are
relevant to the needs of business owners in that community.
To provide relevant workshops, we collaborate with our community partners to conduct small business needs assessments to inform workshop
topics and identify businesses who would benefit from the program. We
maintain the quality of the workshops by providing expert instructors who
have firsthand experience and practical knowledge.
Some of these partners have included Philadelphia Chinatown Development Corporation, Oxford Circle CCDA, SCORE Philadelphia, LA 21 CDC,
Mt. Airy CDC, Northern Liberties, Esperanza, FINANTA, East Passyunk CDC,
Philadelphia Department of Commerce, Asian American Chamber and
New Kensington CDC. Workshops are held at Free Library locations across
Philadelphia, as well as in restaurants and barbershops to ensure we reach
businesses in the community.
Community workshop topics included LinkedIn for Business, Staffing and
Retaining Employees, Google, SEO Strategies, Bookkeeping, Digital Marketing, Building Your Brand, Commercial Leasing and Facebook Marketing. In
partnership with FINANTA, we were able to offer three workshops in Spanish, which focused on business bookkeeping, Google and social media.
ONLINE WORKSHOPS

Since March 2020, the College transitioned all workshops online and since
then we have hosted 43 Workshops attracting 1,349 Participants from
all over the city.
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IMPACT DATA

Community Workshops
September 2017 - June 2021

IN
PERSON

ONLINE
WORKSHOPS

55

43

Total Number
of Workshops

1,343

Total Number of
Participants

Total Number
of Workshops

1,349

Total Number of
Participants

BUSINESS SPOTLIGHT

MARZ AUTO CENTRAL
MONICA PARRILLA - NORTH PHILADELPHIA

Monica and her husband, Marz Parrilla, (Cohort 13) both enrolled in the
Peer-based Learning Experience. They are the founders of Marz Auto Central,
a Latinx-woman-owned auto repair shop. Monica’s family had an auto shop
in Hunting Park while she was growing up, and Marz’s family operated a body
shop in Luquillo, Puerto Rico. Monica’s previous career as an accountant never
fulfilled her passion to see and speak to customers on a day-to-day basis.
Marz Auto Central was established in 2010. Monica and Marz were able to
purchase their own building in 2016 and employ local mechanics, starting
with four employees and growing to seven. “We pride ourselves on customer
relationships, but we knew we needed more training to become better business
managers.”
Monica noted that one of the benefits of Power Up is the individualized mentoring during the program and one year after graduation. Her coach helped
her use the business model to include a clear analysis of their marketing plan,
customer value proposition and understanding their customers. Their coach
introduced them to Mailchimp, which is now an integral tool for sending emails.
An avid community advocate, Monica served on Power Up’s advisory board and
is a founding member and president of the Hunting Park Business Association,
where she was instrumental in helping several neighborhood small businesses
navigate COVID-19 grants.
www.facebook.com/MarzACPHL
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"POWER UP HELPS YOU ASSESS
AND BUILD A STRONG FOUNDATION
FOR YOUR BUSINESS.”
Natasha Crawford, Cohort 12 Graduate
Co-Owner, TopDawg Groomers
South Philadelphia
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New Innovations to Improve Program
Access – Responding to the City’s
Unique Business Community Needs

COMMUNITY STARTUP
ACCELERATOR

Philadelphia is as diverse as its neighborhoods and commercial
corridors. Entrepreneurs face unique challenges, including
language barriers; and limited access to the technology, tools,
resources and research needed to plan a business. Against this
background, the College embarked on an aggressive program
of innovations to address some of these challenges, which have
been further exacerbated by the devastating effects of COVID-19
and the inequities in our society revealed by the pandemic.
These new programs were created to support greater access to
important business education, training and coaching for a wide
variety of communities in Philadelphia:

3
Total Number of
Cohorts

• Industry Best Practices – Established to provide a deep
dive into specific sectors that reflect the industries represented
by our Peer-based Learning graduates. The College started the
series partnering with Children’s Village on a child care deep
dive and new series were added in 2020 to address sectors
most affected by COVID-19, which include retail, restaurants, and
micromanufacturing businesses.
• Community Startup Accelerator – Also established in 2020 to
support many businesses that were being launched at home
with training, technical assistance, coaching and resources to
build the infrastructure needed to better navigate their early
years and increase their likelihood of long-term sustainability.
This program was supported by the AT&T Foundation.

46
Businesses
Graduated
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INDUSTRY BEST PRACTICES
2020–2021

RETAIL
BOOT CAMP

RESTAURANT
BEST PRACTICES

CHILD CARE
BEST PRACTICES

2

3

2

Total Number
of Cohorts

Total Number
of Cohorts

Total Number
of Cohorts

32

72

34

Total Businesses

Total Businesses

Total Businesses

32

72

42

Total Participants

Total Participants

Total Participants
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BUSINESS SPOTLIGHT

TOPDAWG GROOMERS
NATASHA CRAWFORD - SOUTH PHILADELPHIA

Natasha Crawford (Cohort 12) and her husband, Amin Crawford, launched the
business from their home in 2009 and later opened a brick-and-mortar location
in 2017. “We were both inspired by our passion. My husband worked at a local
grooming company, while I worked in a corporation. He loves working with
animals, and I love working with customers, so we started TopDawg Groomers
to bring back a more personable experience to pet grooming.”
Their goal is to provide high-quality services for affordable prices. TopDawg
Groomers care about your pet and how they look. They understand that every
pet is a part of a family, and their number one priority is the health and safety
of its customers’ pets. TopDawg currently employs four highly skilled groomers
and will soon be hiring more for a second location.
“Being participants in the Peer-based Learning Program helped me to fully
understand the different aspects that go into opening and running a small
business,” noted Natasha. “The coaching and the Tactical Improvement Plan (TIP)
were the most helpful tools in moving our business forward. The TIP development process helped us assess and break down our business challenges from
every angle, allowing us to get a better idea of where we were and where we
wanted to be in creating realistic and actionable steps. Power Up helps you
assess and build a strong foundation for your business.”
www.topdawg-groomers.com
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BUSINESS SPOTLIGHT

WC FITNESS
WALTER E. COPELAND II, PN1, CHC, CLC - GERMANTOWN

Walter E. Copeland II (Cohort 11) is the Chief Executive Officer of WC Fitness,
located in the Northwest area of Philadelphia. Walter began his fitness career
in 2004 as an NCCA accredited personal trainer and group exercise instructor.
He established WC Fitness in October 2012. During the pandemic, Walter
utilized the skills taught by Power Up to stay afloat. Even though the adoption
of online coaching and training was an amenity of WC Fitness, the pandemic
forced Walter to make this his primary service to remain profitable or risk closing
entirely. Applying the many tactics of the Peer-based Learning Program, Walter
learned how to weather the storm of the pandemic. Ultimately, the Peer-based
Learning Program ignited WC Fitness's growth.
“The staff development and structure diagrams were invaluable, and the
program drove home the importance of implementing systems that aid in
the maturation of the business. The Tactical Improvement Plan taught us to
recognize how mentorship can expedite growth. Ultimately, the peer program
shows that all companies can grow no matter where they may exist on the grid
of success, and that we can always use a helping hand to get to the next level.
Being a graduate of Power Up reiterates the importance of building a team
while implementing systems that can unlock the potential growth for greatness.”

www.wcfitness.net
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Partners Spotlight
Community College of Philadelphia and Impact Loan Services teamed up in 2021 to launch a second cohort of the
Power Up Global Series, offering an all-Spanish version of Power Up Your Business Peer-based Learning Experience with a group of Latinx entrepreneurs. Power Up en Español is tailored to Latinx small businesses in Philadelphia that are interested in building their capacity and developing innovative strategies to accelerate their business
growth.
THE KEY COMPONENTS OF THE 12-WEEK PEER-BASED LEARNING TRAINING INCLUDES:

• Building Your Business
Refining your business model and clarifying your revenue streams
• Understanding Your Business Financials
For better decision making and profitability
• Legal Governance, Risk Management and Compliance
Having the right entity and tax structure with the right 		
insurance protection
• Marketing Your Business
To support customer acquisition, retention and boosting sales
The first Power Up Global Series class en Español was held in
October 2019 and was hosted at FINANTA’s location in the
Kensington neighborhood of Philadelphia. Sixteen business owners
and entrepreneurs graduated from the program with a tactical plan
and customized growth plan for their business. The second Power
Up en Español was held in March 2021 in collaboration with Impact
Loan Services also to serve businesses in the Kensington area.
Seventeen business owners graduated.

• Running Your Business
Building reliable, productive teams and optimizing business
operations
• Tactical Plan
Specific actions and steps to guide business growth (required for
graduation)
• Coaching
Direct one-on-one business counseling to help clarify the business
vision and assist the owner in moving their plan forward

Power Up en Español leverages the techniques of the Growth
Wheel and the Canvas Business Model to build clients’ technical
knowledge to better run and operate their businesses.
Visit www.impactservices.org/loan-fund and
www.communityfirstfund.org for more information.
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POWER UP GLOBAL SERIES
SPANISH

PARTNER SPOTLIGHT

COMMUNITY COLLEGE OF
PHILADELPHIA HUB AND
SPOKE DELIVERY MODEL

2

The College adopted this approach to effectively reach
entrepreneurs deep in the community and guarantee
equitable access to quality entrepreneurial services to all
residents, especially those in underserved areas. Under
this model, the College leverages existing community
organizations’ infrastructure as the “spoke” to deliver business
training, coaching and associated technical assistance support.
The College provides the curriculum, instructors, and coaches
(hub) while the community organization (spoke) recruits
entrepreneurs from the community and hosts and manages
classes, data collection, and reporting.

Total Number
of Cohorts

31
Total Businesses

In 2020, with a grant from the AT&T Foundation, the College
developed the Community Startup Accelerator to provide
neighborhood micro and early-stage businesses experiencing
plateaued growth due to weak business infrastructure to
properly plan and scale their businesses. LA 21 CDC became a
spoke partner for the Community Startup Accelerator. To date,
three cohorts have been successfully delivered, graduating
46 businesses. We have also collaborated with FINANTA/
Community First Fund and Impact Loan Services as a spoke
partner to deliver two cohorts of all Spanish Peer-based
Learning class graduating 31 businesses.

33
Total Participants
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2017–2021 PARTNERS INCLUDE:
60th Street West Market Street Business
Association
63rd Street Business Association
ACANA
African American Chamber of
Commerce (PA, NJ and DE)

FINANTA

Overbrook West Neighbors CDC

Free Library of Philadelphia

Oxford Circle Christian Community
Development Association

Germantown United CDC
Greater Northeast Philadelphia
Chamber of Commerce

PA Professional Image Alliance
People’s Emergency Center
Philadelphia Area Cooperative Alliance

African Caribbean Business Council (ACBC)

Greater Philadelphia Hispanic
Chamber of Commerce

AFRICOM

Haitian American United for Change

Philadelphia Chinatown
Development Corporation

Asian American Chamber of Commerce
of Greater Philadelphia

Holmesburg CDC

PIDC

I Buy Black Inc.

Sustainable Business Network

Beech Interplex

Impact Services Corporation

SCORE Philadelphia

BOOST Community Development
Corporation (CDC)

Jumpstart Germantown

SEAMAAC

Business Association of West Parkside

Korean Community Development
Services Center

South Street Headhouse District

Called to Serve CDC

Lancaster Avenue Business Association

City of Philadelphia Department of
Commerce

Temple SBDC

Lancaster Avenue (LA) 21st Century
Business Association CDC

The Business Center

Earl Harvey (Black Professional News)

Mayfair CDC

East Falls CDC

Mt. Airy CDC

The Enterprise Center

Newbold CDC

Entrepreneur Works

New Kensington CDC

Esperanza

NextFab

West Philadelphia Corridor
Collaborative

Ethiopian Community Association of
Greater Philadelphia

North 5th Street Revitalization Project

Women Business Enterprise Center - East

Ogontz Avenue Revitalization
Corporation (OARC)

Women Opportunity Resource Center

Fairmount CDC

Tacony CDC

The Universal Muslim Business Association
Urban League of Philadelphia
Welcoming Center for New
Pennsylvanians
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PARTNER SPOTLIGHTS

LANCASTER AVENUE 21ST CENTURY
BUSINESS ASSOCIATION COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION (LA21)
LA21, one of Power Up’s early referral partners, is engaged with the West
Philadelphia business community, and they have been providing support to
businesses for over a decade.
Located in a federally mandated Promise Zone, LA21 serves communities in
the Mantua section of West Philadelphia and University City, and represents
businesses and organizations along the Lancaster Avenue corridor, a cultural,
historic, and business hub.

IMPACT LOAN FUND, INC.
Impact Loan Inc. is a partner in the Kensington Lending Partnership, a
collaboration of four Community Development Financial Institutions whose
goal is to increase small business support, and entrepreneurship in the
Kensington area. Impact Loan Fund Inc. collaborated with Power Up to create a
12-week training course to help Latinx business owners develop and implement
a growth plan. Working with the Dominican-American Chamber of Commerce
for outreach and recruitment, the 12-week training was entirely in Spanish
and focused on modules like business financing, legal and risk management,
marketing, operations, and more. The course is followed by five months of
coaching and financial advising, and graduates get access to capital to help
fund their growth.
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Resource Event Partners:
CITY OF PHILADELPHIA

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

www.ccp.edu/powerup
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